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Abstract In recent years, there has been a growing trend towards taking advantage of audio–visual rep-
resentations. Previous research has aimed at improving users’ performance and engagement with these
representations. The attainment of these benefits primarily depends on the effectiveness of audio–visual
relationships used to represent the data. However, the visualization field yet lacks an empirical study that
guides the effective relationships. Given the compatibility effect between visual and auditory channels, this
research presents the effectiveness of four audio channels (timbre, pitch, loudness, and tempo) with six
visual channels (spatial position, color, position, length, angle, and area). In six experiments, one per visual
channel, we observed how each audio channel, when used with a visual channel, impacted users’ ability to
perform the differentiation or similarity task accurately. Each experiment provided the ranking of audio
channels along a visual channel. Central to our experiments was the evaluation at two stages, and
accordingly, we identified the effectiveness. Our results showed that timbre, with spatial position and color,
aided in more accurate target identification than the three other audio channels. With position and length,
pitch allowed a more accurate judgment of the magnitude of data than loudness and tempo but was less
accurate than the other two channels along angle and area. Overall, our experiments showed that the choice
of representation methods and tasks had impacted the effectiveness of audio channels.

Keywords Audio–visual correspondence � Categories identification � Magnitude estimation �
Data visualization

1 Introduction

Krygier (Krygier 1994), decades ago, emphasized the importance of using audio channels (abstract sounds)
with the visual channels to represent nominal and ordinal data in visualizations. Redundant channels
(audio?visual) significantly improve users’ performance, understanding, and engagement (Sawe et al.
2020; McCormack et al. 2018; Kim et al. 2022; Metatla et al. 2016; Ziemer and Schultheis 2018). Visu-
alization research introduces systems with redundant channels. These systems could offer varied benefits
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including a unique identification in an occluded view (Roodaki et al. 2017), magnitude estimation (Du et al.
2018), ease and certainty in searching in a small area (Roodaki et al. 2017), reduced task errors (Rönnberg
2019; Kim et al. 2022; Janata and Childs 2004), and improved engagement (Su et al. 2021; Metatla et al.
2016). In the systems, audio–visual relationships such as loudness-position (Du et al. 2018), pitch-cate-
gories (Roodaki et al. 2017), and pitch-angle (Roodaki et al. 2017) were used.

Based on the following observations, we argue that the attainment of the aforementioned benefits
primarily depend on the effectiveness of chosen audio–visual relationships. First, studies in cross-modal
correspondence [e.g., (Evans and Treisman 2010; Adeli et al. 2014)] had reported the difference in users’
perception of different relationships. For instance, users had considered pitch strongly compatible with
position but less with size. Second, Hogan discussed the intrinsic nature of users relating a representation of
audio data to a representation of visual data. They can relate changes in pitch with changes in a scatter plot
or a bar chart (Hogan et al. 2017). Third, there is evidence [e.g., (Du et al. 2018; Ren et al. 2013; Brewster
2018; Schito and Fabrikant 2018)] that users have had experienced problems identifying patterns and
categories due to inappropriate relationships.

Previous research shows that designers of audio–visual systems had focused on the strengths of auditory
channels and the compatibility of audio representation with the visual (Roodaki et al. 2017; Du et al. 2018;
Lee et al. 2021). They clearly stated the relationship between individual visual features such as angle (R-
oodaki et al. 2017), color, and depth (Lee et al. 2021) of the visual representation, and the audio chan-
nels (Roodaki et al. 2017; Du et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2021). However, as discussed earlier, the chosen
relationship may not provide the required benefits. The research which observed parameter mapping in the
visualization field suggests a clear relationship between data and sound (e.g., timbre for nominal and pitch/
loudness/tempo for ordinal (Krygier 1994; Schito and Fabrikant 2018; Sawe et al. 2020)). Nevertheless, it
provides very little guidance on effective relationships between visual and audio channels and does not
present a comparison between various relationships.

The literature reports empirical studies in which a significant difference in various audio–visual rela-
tionships was found. The studies explored musical notations for the corpus of sounds based on various audio
dimensions (Tsiros 2014) and musical parameters for generating animated visuals (Lipscomb and Kim
2004). The researchers also surveyed the mapping of the auditory dimensions to the physical dimensions
that give the impression of movement (Dubus and Bresin 2013). Inspired by these works, we aimed to
contribute to the knowledge about which and when mappings are successful or unsuccessful in data visu-
alization. The guidance could be provided by a review of mappings suggested in the literature like timbre-
color (Sun et al. 2018), pitch-position (Khulusi et al. 2020), loudness-position (Du et al. 2018), pitch-
length (Hansen et al. 2019), and tempo-area (Khulusi et al. 2020). However, it cannot imply which map-
pings are more effective. Therefore, we conducted an empirical study to answer the question: Which audio–
visual relationships are effective in data visualization?

The study provided accuracy measures, based on which we presented the effectiveness of relationships
between visual and audio channels used for data representation. To that end, we selected the most effective
visual channels used for presenting categories - spatial position and color (identity channels) and magnitude
- position, length, angle, and area (magnitude channels) of data (Munzner 2014). We selected the audio
channels: pitch, loudness, tempo, and timbre, representing the data magnitude or categories (Flowers 2005).
We ran six experiments, one per visual channel. In each experiment, we tested which audio channel(s) with
the visual channel results in higher accuracy of the performed task. In the first two experiments, we asked
participants to differentiate between audio–visual pairs to find the effective audio channels with identity
channels. The differentiation task can estimate how accurately targets are identified with a channel (Her-
mann et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2019b). In the last four experiments, to find effective audio channels with
magnitude channels, for each of three audio channels (timbre excluded), we asked participants to judge the
similarity between visual and audio representations of data. The similarity task can provide the accuracy
with which users observe the similarity level between the patterns of two data representations (Hermann
et al. 2011; Gogolou et al. 2019). In each experiment, we compared the results from different audio
channels to assess their effectiveness along a visual channel.

The results from six experiments show that pitch was noticeable with all visual channels, however, with
different significance levels. In the conditions where more visual attention was required, users perceived
changes in pitch significantly better than the other audio channels. However, the greater size of a visual
negatively affected the effectiveness of pitch. Collectively, in all experiments, we observed a significant
difference between different audio–visual relationships. Furthermore, our study design helped us identifying
the factors that could impact mappings.
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Our contribution is threefold:

– A study that systematically explores the difference in relationships between six visual and four audio
channels

– Identification of the factors that impact the effectiveness of audio–visual relationships, and the prospects
of further refining the mapping options

– Accuracy-based ranking of audio channels with visual channels

2 Related work

2.1 Visual channels for data representation

Research on how to map the data attributes to perceived visual channels was widely studied several decades
ago (e.g., (Cleveland and McGILL 1984; Mackinlay 1986)). Prior studies (e.g., (Mackinlay 1986; Cleveland
and McGILL 1984; Heer and Bostock 2010)) reported various rankings of visual channels used for rep-
resenting categorical, ordered, and quantitative attributes. Among these works, Heer and Bostock (Heer and
Bostock 2010) presented a significant study in which a ranking based on how accurately people perceive the
quantities behind different ways of encoding the data was proposed. Based on the findings of previous
works, Munzner (Munzner 2014) proposed a comprehensive taxonomy, in which visual channels were
grouped into two categories, i.e., identity channels for categorical attributes and magnitude channels for
ordered/quantitative attributes. Overall, there are four identity and eight magnitude channels. This paper
considered two identity channels, namely, spatial position and color, and four magnitude channels, namely,
position, length, angle, and area. We chose these channels based on observations (e.g., (Spence 2011; Evans
and Treisman 2010)) that more effective visual dimensions can better match the auditory dimensions.

2.2 Audio channels for data representation

Sound is a valuable source for presenting information, and both realistic (Kong et al. 2019; Jin et al. 2023;
Wang et al. 2022b; Ghosh et al. 2018) and abstract sounds have been used in visualization. However,
realistic sounds (speech or earcons) are unsuitable for data representation (Krygier 1994). Additionally,
previous studies [e.g., (Rouben and Terveen 2007; Wersényi et al. 2015)] observed people preferred audio
channels over speech. They feel understanding speech requires more concentration and negatively affects
focus on visual display. Even novice users who did not have the familiarity with mapping between visual
and audio significantly performed better with non-speech audio than with speech (Harada et al. 2011).

Prior studies present data mapped to abstract sounds (also called audio variables or audio channels),
mainly pitch, tempo, loudness, and timbre (Ferguson and Brewster 2018; Zhao et al. 2022; Hansen et al.
2019). The significance of the audio channels can be traced back to the 1980 s when Willison used them to
present iris data (Wilson 1982). Yeung suggested that the four channels may present at least nine or more
dimensions of data (Yeung 1980). This data transformation to audio channels follows a pipeline similar to
the information visualization pipeline (Daudé and Nigay 2003). The authors (Daudé and Nigay 2003)
proposed that first transform each data attribute to an audio channel and then merge them to present
multidimensional data.

In these channels, pitch, tempo, and loudness are suitable to estimate the data magnitude (trends/pat-
terns) and timbre to present the categories (Flowers 2005). A timbre can have multiple harmonic, envelope,
or roughness. However, in this work, we had not considered the dimensions within the timbre as explicit
audio channels as they depend on the intramodal association. The envelope depends on the loudness, and
roughness requires changes in pitch (Hermann et al. 2011; Brewster 2018). The study of the influence of
audio channels’ association on mappings was beyond the scope of this work for two reasons. First, con-
sideration of all possible combinations of audio channels would have resulted in many combinations, which
is not manageable in one study. Second, the simultaneous use of multiple audio channels while testing a
mapping would make it difficult to justify which of the two or three audio channels had played a major role
in the results achieved. This work investigated the mapping of visual and audio channels on a one-to-one
basis.
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2.3 Correspondence between sensory modalities

Previous research aimed to investigate audio–visual correspondence (Spence 2011, 2020) provided us
sufficient motivation and guidance for studying the effective relationships in data visualization. For instance,
empirical studies found that users had not become accustomed to every mapping even after sufficient
training (Knoeferle et al. 2016; Metatla et al. 2016). Their performance was significantly different with
different mappings. To know the effective mappings, developers can take guidance from empirical studies in
experimental psychology (e.g., (Evans and Treisman 2010; Adeli et al. 2014; Knoeferle et al. 2016)) or
music (e.g., (Tsiros 2014)). However, researchers emphasized studying mapping based on the visual stimuli
from the target field (Sanabria et al. 2004; Spence 2007). The visual design significantly influences the
combination of auditory and visual dimensions (Sanabria et al. 2004). The design and its complexity should
be iteratively investigated to refine the mapping options (Spence 2007).

Furthermore, in empirical studies exploring correspondence, users performed tasks on audio–visual pairs
that were congruent or incongruent (e.g., (Parise and Spence 2013; Knoeferle et al. 2016; Evans and
Treisman 2010; Adeli et al. 2014)). The two types of pairs were used because correct discrimination
between them reflects a strong crossmodal integration effect (Spence 2007). Apart from the design and
stimuli type, Metatla et al (Metatla et al. 2016) demonstrated the impact of task selection on evaluating a
mapping. In the study (Metatla et al. 2016), users were asked to take their time to learn five shape-pitch and
size-pitch pairs. They then differentiated between the pairs. The result shows that the task accuracy was
according to the correspondence of each mapping. Users performed better with shape-pitch than size-pitch.
Two inferences based on this result are: First, pitch and size are suitable for presenting the magnitude of data
and correspond to each other (Spence 2020); the correspondence had not worked when they were simul-
taneously used to identify categories. Thus, the task influenced the tested effectiveness of the mapping.
Second, the audio pattern was the same in both tested mapping, yet the performance differs. Thus, rigorous
memorization had not made the mapping suitable for identification (Metatla et al. 2016) or searching
task (Knoeferle et al. 2016). Basically, identifying mapping between audio and visual channels requires an
analytical-rule-based approach, which means that those mappings are proven effective that users perceive
similar (Shenkar et al. 2005). Users’ experience with effective mappings provides the transfer of knowl-
edge. They can successfully apply mapping experience to a new set of systems (Shenkar et al. 2005).

2.4 Audio–visual channels for data representation

Prior research on audio–visual data representations used various mappings between audio and identity
channels. However, in most cases the effectiveness is unclear. For instance, pitch was used with spatial
position (Nesbitt and Barrass 2002; Franklin and Roberts 2003) and loudness with texture (Roodaki et al.
2017) to identify categories. The effectiveness of pitch-spatial position mapping is doubtful for several
reasons. First, along with pitch, loudness and panning had also been altered (Nesbitt and Barrass 2002).
Thus, merely users can relate pitch with the two identity channels, is unsure. Second, researchers had not
investigated how users performed with pitch (Franklin and Roberts 2003). Third, a prior studies reported a
weak correspondence between the pitch and identity channels (Spence 2011; Adeli et al. 2014). The
effectiveness of loudness-texture mapping is questionable as loudness was based on the acceleration sound
effect (Roodaki et al. 2017). Studies proposed correspondence of timbre with colors, shapes (Adeli et al.
2014; Sun et al. 2018), and spatial position (Papachristodoulou et al. 2015). Thus, we can regard the
mapping between timbre and identity channels as putative; all others need evidence.

The mappings between audio and magnitude channels used in previous systems also need evidence of
effectiveness. For instance, both pitch (Roodaki et al. 2017) and tempo (Franklin and Roberts 2003) had
been used for estimating angles. In pitch-angle mapping, three states (less, exact, and more) of the angle
paired with three significantly different pitches. The estimation of angles with a reasonable difference in
pitches is doubtful, whereas, in tempo-angle mapping, tempo with a dash-dot structure was applied. Smith
and Walker (Smith and Walker 2005) proposed that features like dash-dot or context cues, irrespective of
the audio channel, help users in the exact magnitude estimation. Thus, they make it hard to estimate the
accuracy with which users perceive changes in an audio channel. Both pitch (Smith and Walker 2005) and
loudness (Du et al. 2018) had also been used for estimating position. In the case of pitch-position, mapping
was based on context cues. While, for loudness-position, researchers had not found the mapping helpful.
However, their conclusion was not based on empirical evidence.
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3 Experiments

This paper extends the line of research in audio–visual correspondence by exploring the effective rela-
tionships between audio and visual channels in data visualization from two perspectives: i) identification of
categories and ii) estimation of data magnitude. To that end, we conducted an empirical study comprising
six independent experiments. Exp 1 and 2 were based on spatial position and color, respectively. Each
experiment used the differentiation task to evaluate the effectiveness of each of the four audio channels with
the visual channel in representing categories. Exp 3, 4, 5, and 6 were based on position, length, angle, and
area, respectively. The experiments used the similarity task to evaluate the effectiveness of the three audio
channels (timbre excluded) with the visual channel in estimating the changes in the magnitude of data.

3.1 Participants and setup

We recruited 81 participants (male = 37, female = 44) through an online survey announcement for all
experiments. All the participants were from the same university. They were either undergraduate or graduate
students of different departments. They all had an idea of basic charts. Out of them, 20 participated in Exp 1,
2, 3, and 4, 26 in Exp 5, and 23 in 6. We set 20 as a target for the number of participants for an
experiment (Demiralp et al. 2014a; Ren et al. 2013). The same group of participants completed an entire
experiment, and some of them participated in more than one experiment. The participants’ ages ranged from
20-38. All participants reported normal vision and hearing. They were compensated on an hourly basis.

All experiments were run separately, on different days and times, and in a lab environment. Lab
environment eliminates the chances of factors that can create noise in the audio (Smith and Walker 2005;
Turnage et al. 1996). We completed an entire experiment in one sitting to avoid the risk of change in
participants’ strategy (Hermann et al. 2011). Visual representations and audio icons were shown on a
projection screen; audio stimuli were played on speakers.

The effectiveness of the visual channels in representing categories or magnitude is well known. So, in all
experiments, we considered the audio channels as the primary experimental factor. We used Audacity1 to
develop the audio stimuli. It is an audio editing tool helpful in processing the features of audio. We
synthesized pure sine wave tones for the stimuli of pitch, loudness, and tempo. In the tempo stimuli, we
applied the music length concept, i.e., the variation in sound and silence duration (Walker 2007). Pitch
having frequency 300Hz-10000Hz (i.e., within the human hearing range (20Hz-20,000Hz) (Werner et al.
2011)), loudness with amplitude change.03 to 1 (Range: 0 to 1, used in Audacity to set the loudness), and
tempo with the duration of.3 s to 2 s were used to create the audio stimuli of the three audio channels. The
stimuli of a set were based on one channel. For instance, in a set of pitch based stimuli, each stimulus had a
different pitch but the same loudness, tempo, and timbre. Consideration of intramodal association, for
instance, between timbre and pitch (Adeli et al. 2014), was beyond the scope of this work (cf. Sect. 2.2).
Further description of audio channels is covered in Sects. 3.2.1 and 3.3.1.

3.2 Experiments 1 and 2

In both experiments, we iteratively investigated each audio–visual relationship (Tsiros 2014). Our inves-
tigations, were based on the two usages of the audio–visual relationships. First, the literature suggests that
users can identify categories by differentiating stimuli based on visual and audio channels (e.g., (Ren et al.
2013)). Therefore, in stage X, we presented audio and visual stimuli simultaneously. Second, users can take
audio assistance to differentiate between the visual categories (e.g., (Papachristodoulou et al. 2015)) or
focus on a visual after listening to the audio (e.g., Ghosh et al. (2018)). Therefore, in stage Y, we presented
only audios.

3.2.1 Stimuli and trial generation

Visual Stimuli: In Exp 1 and 2, we developed five rectangular areas to present spatial position and color,
respectively (Fig. 1A). The rectangular areas had been commonly used in perceptual studies with identity
channels (e.g., Giovannangeli et al. 2022; Demiralp et al. (2014a, 2014b)). In the pilot study, we observed
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that participants focused on both the color and position of the rectangles. Therefore, to avoid the intramodal
association effect, in Exp 1, we kept color constant and in Exp 2 spatial position.

Audio Stimuli: For both experiments, we developed four sets of auditory stimuli representing the four
audio channels. In each set, we developed five considerably distinct stimuli. The difference in the stimuli of
a set was based on one channel (cf. Sect. 3.1). The stimuli for pitch, loudness, and timbre were 1 s in length,
and the tempo stimuli were 0.5 s to 2.5 s. In Exp 1, we selected timbre based on musical instruments (Adeli
et al. 2014). While in Exp 2, timbres matched with the hue (like bird sound paired with green color, or water
and thunder sound), as humans relate timbres with color (Adeli et al. 2014). We took only five stimuli due
to the limitations of human auditory memory (Papachristodoulou et al. 2015; Harding et al. 2002).

Trial Generation: In both experiments, the five visual stimuli were paired on a one-to-one basis with the
five audio stimuli in each of the four sets; to generate four audio–visual relationships (Fig. 1B). For each
relationship, the testing trials were formed from those five pairs. One pair presented in a trial, and the pairs
were repeated. The approach had been followed in the literature (Tsiros 2014; Evans and Treisman 2010;
Papachristodoulou et al. 2015). In some trials, we applied incongruence. For the incongruence, in X, we
either interchanged the audio stimulus or presented an unseen visual (V6 in Fig. 1B). In Y, we presented an
audio other than those used in the five pairs.

3.2.2 Task

Participants performed the differentiation task, which can suggest the audio–visual relationship that rep-
resents easily separable categories (Ernst 2007; Ren et al. 2013; Giovannangeli et al. 2022; Wang et al.
2019b). Figure 2A presents the task. For each tested audio–visual relationship, participants first learned its
five audio–visual pairs. Then, in X, they viewed randomly presented pairs. After each pair, their task was to
check whether the audio and visual stimulus are from the same pair. Participants’ answered yes and no for
the congruent and incongruent pairs, respectively. In Y, they were required to mention the visual after
listening to the audio. The task was based on objective assessment and provided the difference in rela-
tionships based on the accuracy of the results.

Fig. 1 This figure presents A Visual stimuli from experiments 1-Spatial position and 2-Color; B The pairing between visual
(V) and audio (A) stimuli in the four sessions of experiment 2. Pairings in experiment 1 are the same as in experiment 2. A
session’s trials present the difference between the congruent and incongruent stimuli. Supplementary figure 1 and 2 also
illustrates the pairing

Fig. 2 This figure presents A The task used in experiment 2-Color: Participants differentiated between the audio–visual pairs,
which they had learned. Here, we present only two pairs of the pitch-color relationship. We used the same task in experiment 1;
B The task used in experiment 4-Length: Participants observed how well the audio representation matched the visual. In both
stages of the session, participants rated the similarity. The same task was used in experiments 3-Position, 5-Angle, and 6-Area.
Note. Waveforms presented in this and all other figures are just an imaginary representation of audio stimuli. In all
experiments, participants viewed visuals and listened to the audio. They did not see a waveform of audio stimuli. Additionally,
the pitches, loudness, or tempo presented in all figures are not the actual ones
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3.2.3 Experimental design

In both experiments, we had run four sessions for the four tested relationships. We compared the results of
sessions to find the difference in the effectiveness of the four audio channels with the visual channel. All
sessions were comprised of two stages and shared the same procedure. Supplementary figure 3 illustrates the
procedure.

1. Practice Phase. At the start of each session, participants went through the practice phase. The
procedure for the practice phase was similar to the training & testing phase. Participants completed three
practice trials in both X and Y.

2. Training. In every session, participants first learned the five pairs. We played the audio stimulus of
each pair four times (suitable to memorize five crossmodal pairs (Knoeferle et al. 2016; Metatla et al.
2016)). Training is customarily performed before the differentiation task (Papachristodoulou et al. 2015;
Ren et al. 2013; Ernst 2007; Metatla et al. 2016).

3. Testing Phase. During the testing phase, participants first finished all testing trials of X and then
moved to Y. In each trial, participants first viewed/listened to the stimulus, and then with their handheld
devices, supplied the response on an online form.

For the testing trails, each of the five pairs was repeated five times in X and three times in Y. We
randomly presented the pairs. Thus, in total, 40 testing trials were completed by a participant. Approxi-
mately half of the trials of X and one-third of Y were based on incongruence. From 20 participants, in one
session, 800 responses were collected.

4. Break. On completion of all testing trials, participants submitted the form. They had a 5-minute break
before moving to the next session.

3.2.4 Hypothesis

In Exp 1 and 2, we had considered the audio channels and the deviation (congruence/incongruence) in their
stimuli as the independent variables and the accuracy in identifying stimuli as the dependent variable. The
hypotheses for each experiment were:

H1 We expected a significant difference in the differentiation task accuracy with the different audio
channels. We based our assumption on prior research, which found that humans better differentiated in
tempo than pitch (Harding et al. 2002), and timbre was a suitable option for representing
categories (Papachristodoulou et al. 2015).

H2 We expected the accuracy would remain consistent within an audio channel regardless of the deviation
in the stimuli. A previous study had identified the impact of incongruence on perfor-
mance (Papachristodoulou et al. 2015). Besides, Ernst reported a high differentiation accuracy for
the incongruent pairs with well-perceived relationships (Ernst 2007).

3.3 Experiments 3 to 6

We based the two stages (X and Y) of each experiment on the following perspective of data exploration. The
exploration of data magnitude involves an overview of the entire data (e.g., Tang et al. (2019); Du et al.
(2018)) and the extraction of specific points (e.g., Roodaki et al. (2017); Heer and Bostock (2010); Hermann

Fig. 3 This figure presents visual stimuli from the experiment 3-Position, 4-Length, 5-Angle, and 6-Area. From the two visual
stimuli of each experiment, the left one is a representation from stage X and the right from stage Y. The figure also shows the
waveforms based on the three audio channels. In the waveforms based on pitch and loudness, the second ones shows
continuous audio streams (no silence), which we used with stage Y line charts (experiment 3)
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et al. (2011)). The exploration entailing these tasks is achievable with the audio–visual representations (e.g.,
Du et al. (2018); Smith and Walker (2005); Roodaki et al. (2017)). These representations can represent
datasets as a series of points (Smith and Walker 2005; Roodaki et al. 2017; Janata and Childs 2004) or
continuous streams (Tang et al. 2019; Smith and Walker 2005; Du et al. 2018). Previous research (e.g.,
Hermann et al. (2011); Smith and Walker (2005)) showed the effect of data exploration and representation
methods on the estimation of the magnitude. Therefore, we assumed they would also affect the similarity
task. Thus, we considered them in designing the two stages of Exp 3-6. The following section provides the
details.

3.3.1 Stimuli and trial generation

Visual Stimuli: In Exp 3-6, we developed graphical representations, like a bar or line chart (Fig. 3).
Previous works (e.g., (Cleveland and McGILL 1984; Saket et al. 2019; Skau and Kosara 2016)) had used
them in perceptual studies. Because they kept the identity of magnitude channels, and the evidence drawn
from them could be reproduced with a different visualization.

In Exp 3, following Smith and Walker’s (Smith and Walker 2005) approach, we created line charts for
the position channel. Line charts in X comprised of a series of points, and in Y, a continuous line. We took
ten sets of random numbers to create five line-charts for X and five for Y. Each set was of 20 numbers, from
3 to 100 (Cleveland and McGILL 1984). Researchers proposed small datasets can provide sufficient evi-
dence in support of the results (Harrison et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2022a; Ondov et al. 2019).

In Exp 4, we created bar/stacked bar, in 5, pie charts, and in 6, treemaps, for length, angle, and area,
respectively (Heer and Bostock 2010; Ondov et al. 2019; Harrison et al. 2014; Skau and Kosara 2016). In
each experiment, X contained representations of the entire dataset, and in Y, representations with two
selected points were used. In the Y of Exp 4, we used stacked bars because the aligned scale in bar charts
provides additional cues that make the comparison between lengths easy (Heer and Bostock 2010). Finding
the similarity between a series of points is challenging with the bar charts (Ondov et al. 2019), so we created
them for X. For Exp 6, treemaps with the aspect ratio of 1:3/2 (Heer and Bostock 2010) were developed
with the squarified treemap algorithm (Bruls et al. 2000). In each experiment, twenty sets - each of ten
values (from 3 to 100), were used to create ten visual representations for X and ten for Y.

Audio Stimuli: In the last four experiments, timbre was excluded as considered categorical (Hermann
et al. 2011)). In every experiment, based on each of the three audio channels (pitch, loudness, and tempo),
we created three audio stimuli for each visual representation. In X of 3, the stimuli based on pitch and
loudness comprised.5 s sound for each of 20 data values, separated by.2 s silence. For both channels, the
total duration for a stimulus was 13.8 s. In the tempo stimuli,.2 s silence was applied between notes. In Y of
3, pitch and loudness stimuli were continuous streams of 20 s length, i.e., 1 s sound for every data value and
no silence (Fig. 3). In X of Exp 4-6, the duration of pitch and loudness stimuli was 6.8 s,.5 s sound for each
of the 10 data values, separated by.2 s silence. In Y, they were 1.7 s (.75 s�2?.2 s silence).

Trial Generation: In the trials, we presented a visual representation and audio representation based on
the same dataset. In each trial, the audio representation could match the visual at one of the three different
similarity levels ( SL) (Fig. 4A). A single visual representation can pair with the audio of different similarity
levels in multiple trials (Fig. 4B). Supplementary figure 4 and 5 also illustrates the pairing. Multiple
similarity levels provide a fair judgment of the similarity task (Turnage et al. 1996; Gogolou et al. 2019).

Fig. 4 This figure presents A The three similarity levels in pitch-based audio stimuli for both stage X (left) and Y (right). In a
trial, the visual representation was paired with any of the three audio stimuli; B The pairing between visual and audio stimuli in
the three sessions of experiment 3-Position. A session’s trials present the difference between the congruent and incongruent
stimuli. Pairings in experiments 4-Length, 5-Angle, and 6-Area were the same as experiment 3
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SL1 Audio representation exactly matched the visual.
SL2 For the entire dataset representation, less than half of the audio representation was mismatched with

the visual. The difference between the two audio values was varied by a maximum of 100% from the
exact difference for marked slots.

SL3 For the entire dataset representation, more than half of the audio representation was mismatched with
the visual. For marked slots, the two audio values were varied considerably from the correct
difference or interchanged.

3.3.2 Task

Participants had performed the similarity task. The task suggests the audio–visual relationship, which can
provide a correct unified perception of the data magnitude (Gogolou et al. 2019; Evans and Treisman 2010).
Figure 2B presents the task. In every trial, participants had first viewed the visual and listened to its paired
audio. They had then assigned a rating on a 5-point scale. Our participants made a point-to-point com-
parison—whether the visual and audio representation of each data value is similar or not. So, we expected a
significant difference in the rating of different similarity levels. In these experiments, the accuracy that
provided the difference between the audio channels was analogous to consistency in ratings with the
similarity levels.

3.3.3 Experimental design

In each experiment, we used three sessions - one per audio channel. Each session had two stages. All
sessions were comprised of practice, testing, and break. In the practice phase, participants completed three
trials for X and three for Y.

In every session of Exp 3, during the testing phase, each of the five visual representations of X and Y was
repeated five times to generate the testing trials. In both stages, 10 pairs (randomly selected) out of 25 were
with SL1, 5 with SL2, and 10 with SL3. In total, from 20 participants, 1000 responses were collected per
session.

In each session of Exp 4-6, each of the ten visual representations of X and Y was repeated three times.
Out of the three pairs per visual representation, two had the same similarity level, and in total, each
participant had completed 60 testing trials. In Exp 4, from 20 participants, per session, 1200 responses were
collected. In Exp 5, 1560 responses were collected per session, and in Exp 6, per session, 1380 responses
were collected.

3.3.4 Hypothesis

In Exp 3-6, we had considered the audio channels and the similarity levels as the independent variables and
the variation in the similarity ratings in an audio channel as the dependent variable. The hypotheses for each
experiment were.

H3 We expected a significant difference in the perception of similarity with the different audio channels.
Mainly, users follow the changes in an audio stream according to the visual representation (Hogan
et al. 2017; Du et al. 2018). Previous studies show the varied technique used in the creation of stimuli
influences the similarity perception between two different stimuli (Evans and Treisman 2010; Gogolou
et al. 2019).

H4 We expected that in the case of well-perceived mappings, users’ will rate similarity between visual and
audio representation according to the similarity levels. The audio channel which would lead to a good
judgment of similar audio–visual pairs will be suitable for observing deviations.

4 Results

Given the two perspectives (cf. Sect. 3), in this section, we present our results corresponding to the suit-
able choices in audio–visual relationships for presenting the categories (Sect. 4.1) and the magnitude of data
(Sect. 4.2).
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4.1 Effective relationships for categories

In Exp 1 and 2, we had first encoded the results as 0 s and 1 s for the correct and incorrect responses,
respectively. We then considered the two metrics based on the hypotheses H1 and H2 to observe the
difference in the effectiveness of audio channels.

First, we measured variation in the differentiation task accuracy. For this, we compared the percentage of
correct responses collected from the four audio channels. Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test was applied to
each audio channel to identify how significantly its results differ from other audio channels. We could not
expect a normal distribution in our responses, but we had considered data as ordinal. Our data thus met the
assumptions of the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank-sum test.

Second, to assess the impact of incongruence on a mapping, we measured the consistency in differen-
tiation task accuracy. For this, we compared how accuracy differs between congruent and incongruent pairs
in the case of each audio channel. We applied the Chi-square goodness of fit test for the comparison.

4.1.1 Exp 1. audio channels with spatial position

Overall results ( X?Y, Fig. 5A) show that participants observed the difference in the audio–visual pairs
with high accuracy with the timbre. Their mean percentage of correct answers was 94.1% (SD¼6.2), which
drops by 24.1%±2.95 ([78.62% (SD¼5.98)]) with the loudness (Fig. 5B). Pitch and tempo were in the
middle, with the accuracy of tempo [81.75% (SD¼7.35)] more than the pitch [78.62% (SD¼5.98)]. In H1,
we expected a significant difference in accuracy with the four audio channels. The Friedman test showed
statistically significant difference in the results from four sessions. The pairwise comparisons between
overall responses gave a significant difference in all pairs except tempo and pitch (p ¼ 0:093 Fig. 5A,
tempo-pitch 3.13%±3.19 Fig. 5B).

In either stage, we found the same sequence in the difference between the audio channels. In X, except
for the difference between tempo and pitch (p ¼ :847), all others were significant. In Y, we observed a high
difference of timbre from pitch¼26.7%±5.2, loudness¼39.6%±4.9, and tempo¼18.3%±2.8, and all dif-
ferences, including tempo-pitch (p ¼ :025), were significant.

The results of Y were impacted by participants’ performance with the incongruent stimuli (Table 1). The
high chi-squared values for pitch (51.253), loudness (83.737), and tempo (119.29) revealed how inaccu-
rately participants observed the incongruent stimuli with the three audio channels. In the case of timbre, the
difference was insignificant (v2 ¼ 1:57; p ¼ :209). In H2, we expected consistent accuracy. Further, we
considered the high accuracy for incongruent stimuli as a criterion for effectiveness. In Y, merely timbre had
met the requirements.

In X for all audio channels, the difference between the incongruent and congruent stimuli remained
insignificant (Table 1). The consistency in the results can be due to the way we applied incongruence. In
pitch, loudness, and tempo, we did not replace the audio stimulus with the next lower or higher value
stimulus of the same set. We used this to minimize the chances of results being biased towards timbre.
However, the difference between the results of X and Y and the incongruent and congruent stimuli of Y
shows the ineffectiveness of these three channels when more sensory attention is required.

Fig. 5 This figure presents A The mean percentage of correct responses to show the difference between four audio channels
along with spatial position (experiment 1) and color (experiment 2). For the difference, we present the overall (X?Y) results
and results in X and Y. In experiment 1, the line over bars indicates two audio channels that are not significantly different
(Wilcoxon signed rank-sum test). Error bars are 95% Cls; B The mean percentage difference with 95% Cls in six pairwise
comparisons in experiments 1 and 2
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4.1.2 Exp 2. audio channels with color

Overall results (Fig. 5A) show that participants had the best differentiation performance with timbre [92.%
(SD¼4.01)] and worst with the loudness [59.5% (SD¼9.78)]. Pitch and tempo remained in the middle.
However, the mean percentage of accuracy was better with pitch [74% (SD¼5.27)] than tempo [69%
(SD¼7.8)]. The difference from Exp 1 is probably due to the audio used in tempo stimuli. In Exp 1, we
altered a piano sound for the tempo stimuli, while in the 2, we used a pure sine wave. The Friedman test
showed statistically significant difference in the results from four sessions. Furthermore, pairwise com-
parisons show, though the difference between pitch and tempo was small (Fig. 5B pitch-tempo ¼ 5±4.16),
all differences were significant with p\:05 as expected in H1. In either stage, results were in the same
sequence. However, in X, the mean percentage difference between pitch and tempo was insignificant
(p ¼ :194).

The overall less accuracy for pitch, loudness, and tempo was not merely due to Y. In X, the mean
percentage of accuracy for the three channels was less [80.2% (SD = 6.7), 67.4% (SD = 7.2), 76.8% (SD =
7.6)]. Additionally, the accuracy for the incongruent pairs with the three channels remained less. In the case
of Y, participants’ performance for the incongruent stimuli significantly differed from congruent with the
three channels (Table 2). With timbre, the difference between X and Y (v2 ¼ 1:28 with p ¼ :258) and
congruent and incongruent stimuli was insignificant.

4.2 Effective relationships for data magnitude

In Exp 3-6, to analyze X, Y, and overall results of each audio channel, we calculated the percentage for
every point of the Likert scale. In each result, we did this for the three similarity levels. Further, we took the
sum of the percentages for 5 and 4. We call it a high rating. Likewise, we took the sum of percentages of 1
and 2 as a low rating. This encoding criterion was suggested for the analysis of Likert-scale results (Xia
et al. 2016). We used it because, in SL3, we applied the difference from 60% to 100% between the visual
and audio stimuli. Stringent criteria could affect the analysis. We had then used the two metrics based on the
hypotheses H3 and H4.

First, to measure the variation in the similarity ratings, we compared how, with the different audio
channels, the percentages shift from high to low rating with the shift in the similarity levels from SL1 to
SL3. The diverging bar charts (Fig. 6), with precisely similar on the right, dissimilar on the left, and
centered at the zero, provide a detailed comparison (Borkin et al. 2011). Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test was
applied to identify how significantly an audio channel’s ratings differ from the others. This test was used
where the difference between the two channels seemed minimal.

Second, to measure the consistency in the similarity rating, we applied a one-way ANOVA test to each
audio channel and identified how significantly its rating differs between its three similarity levels. Though
the Shapiro-Wilk test, a formal normality procedure, showed our collected data violates the condition of
normal distribution, our data was suitable for the One-way ANOVA test. We based our argument on the
literature. Researchers (Kim 2013; Blanca Mena et al. 2017) had found that the data with skewness between

Table 1 Experiment 1-Spatial position: Mean percentage of correct responses in both stages for congruent and incongruent
pairs when we used the four audio channels along with the spatial position. The results are 95% Cls

Timbre Pitch Loudness Tempo

X Congruent 96.5%±1.30 85.0%±3.84 77.3%±4.26 88.5%±2.64
Incongruent 95.0%±2.38 89.3%±3.99 82.1%±4.50 83.6%±3.15

Y Congruent 92.3%±2.49 75±5.13 62.3%±5.35 87.7%±3.04
Incongruent 89%±3.39 43%± 4.17 22%±4.07 46%±4.12

Table 2 Experiment 2-Color: Mean percentage of correct responses in both stages for congruent and incongruent pairs when
we used the four audio channels along with the color. The results are 95% Cls

Timbre Pitch Loudness Tempo

X Congruent 93.5%±1.39 82.3%±2.44 64.6%±2.70 73.8%±4.55
Incongruent 92.1%±2.84 68.5%±3.52 57.1%±4.26 74.3%±4.35

Y Congruent 91.5%±2.23 74.5±2.94 58.5%±2.74 68.5%±4.31
Incongruent 93%±2.62 48%± 4.45 36%±3.25 38%±5.71
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- 1 and 1 and the z-score value less than 2 do not show a substantial departure from the normality. Our data
met this requirement.

The One-way ANOVA test helps observe the difference in the similarity ratings (Hermann et al. 2011).
We had also computed the effect sizes. The results with significant differences and large effect sizes show
consistency in the ratings. Table 3 presents the results. In this table, in the results of the pitch-position
relationship, the first row presents the data collected at stage X. It shows how significantly the ratings for
three similarity levels differ. The second shows results of stage Y, and the third shows overall results. The
table presents the results of all other audio–visual relationships in the same pattern.

4.2.1 Exp 3. audio channels with position

Figure 6A shows that participants had better judged the difference in the three ( SLs) with pitch compared to
loudness and tempo. With pitch, we found a strong negative correlation between ratings and ( SLs) ð�0:71Þ.
However, it was moderately weak with loudness ð�0:41Þ and tempo ð�0:36Þ. The small effect size for
loudness (g2

p ¼ :16) and tempo (g2
p ¼ :13) ([cf. Table 3 column 1]), and the mean difference MD between

three SLs with loudness (.46�:27, 1.32�:23,.66�:28) and tempo (.74�:26, 1.12�:22,.37�:27) had made
the two channels less significant than pitch (MD: 1.43�:17, 2.29�:19,.86�:17). Figure 7A illustrates MD.
More specifically, participants’ observation of changes in the loudness (g2

p ¼ :05) and tempo (p ¼ :108) [cf.
Table 3 column 1]) when used with the continuous line charts ( Y) was very poor.

For all audio channels, the continuous lines made it difficult to precisely judge the position of data
points, notably when the slope between points was zero. However, the observation of similarity with pitch
(MD: 1.01�:34, 1.82�:29,.81�:36) was much better than loudness (MD: -.145½�:56; :27�,.64�:34,.79�:42)
and tempo (MD =.07�:39,.27�:38,.20�:4). MD results are further supported by pairwise comparisons with
the Games-Howell test. It has provided a non-significant difference in the case of loudness (in SL1,SL2
p ¼ :682) and tempo (in SL1,SL2 p ¼ :903, in SL1,SL3 p ¼ :098, and in SL2,SL3 p ¼ :42). Additionally,
the percentage of high ratings with loudness ( SL1 = 48% [SD = 8.2%], SL2 = 51% [SD = 6%], SL3 = 34%
[SD = 6.5%]) and tempo ( SL1 = 38% [SD = 6.4%], SL2 = 42% [SD = 4.8%], SL3 = 28% [SD = 8.4%])

Table 3 Experiments 3-6 (Position/Length/Angle/Area): One-way ANOVA test shows how significantly the ratings of the
three similarity levels differed in X (first row), Y (second row), and overall (third row) results of each audio channel. p and g2

p
(in brackets) values present the significance. g2

p is based on Cohen’s d classification (Sawilowsky 2009). p-value is set at 0.05
with 95% confidence interval. *!non-significant, **!small effect size

Position Length Angle Area

Pitch .000 (0.65) .000 (0.63) .000 (0.44) .000 (0.48)
.000 (0.31) .000 (0.32) .012 (0.17) .001 (0.15)
.000 (0.46) .000 (0.46) .001 (0.28) .001 (0.28)

Loudness .000 (0.38) .000 (0.46) .000 (0.57) .000 (0.59)
.003 (0.05) .022 (0.09) .000 (0.47) .002 (0.24)
.001 (0.16) .000 (0.24) .000 (0.51) .000 (0.39)

Tempo .000 (0.42) .000 (0.58) .000 (0.58) .000 (0.60)
.108 .004 (0.27) .002 (0.30) .000 (0.38)
.031 (0.13) .001 (0.41) .000 (0.43) .000 (0.48)

Fig. 6 This figure presents similarity ratings with the three audio channels paired with the four visual channels; 3-Position A,
4-Length B, 5-Angle C, and 6-Area D. Each part is broken down into three diverging bar charts: left presents X, middle - Y,
and right - the overall results. For an audio channel, each bar represents a different similarity level
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further strengthens our analysis. In X, though the pitch was better than others, within-group significant
difference serves as evidence for the effectiveness of loudness and tempo along with a series of points.

4.2.2 Exp 4. audio channels with length

Figure 6B shows that participants’ perception of similarity was better with the pitch than tempo and
loudness. With pitch, we found a strong negative correlation between ratings and SLs ð�0:69Þ. However, it
was moderate with loudness ð�0:49Þ and tempo ð�0:63Þ. Contrary to Exp 3, participants better judged the (
SLs with tempo compared to the loudness. The MD (Fig. 7B) and the Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test results
that show similarity rating for SL2 and SL3 was better with tempo than loudness, highlight the difference
between the two channels. Across all three audio channels, we observed the difference in the results of X
and Y.

On average, in Y, the high rating of SL1 dropped by 20%, and SL3 increased by 18.6%. However, with
loudness and tempo, we observed a considerable chance of incorrect judgment of the magnitude of selected
points. With loudness, in SL2, 46% [SD = 10.3%] and in SL3, 39% [SD = 12%] of the responses were high
ratings. While with tempo, 56% [SD = 6.5%] of the responses in SL2 were high ratings. Additionally,
though the difference in the ratings was significant, the small effect sizes significantly lower the chance of
selecting loudness (.09) and tempo (.27) (cf. Table 3 column 2) along the selected lengths.

4.2.3 Exp 5. audio channels with angle

Figure 6C shows that pitch was less effective in the perception of changes in angle than loudness and tempo.
In loudness and tempo, the ratings were consistent with the SLs (g2

p=.51,.43 cf. Table 3 column 3) and had a
strong negative correlation (loudness �0:72 and tempo �0:66). However, with pitch, the effect size was
small (g2

p ¼ :28). The MD (Fig. 7C) was better for loudness (1.69�:15, 2.73�:16, 1.03�:16) and tempo
(1.24�:17, 2.58�:16, 1.28�:17) than for pitch (1.32�:19, 1.97�:19,.60�:19). Further, participants’ per-
formance was better with loudness than tempo. With loudness, approximately 92% [SD = 7.6%] had judged
SL1, and 77% [SD = 9.2%] finely observed SL3. With the tempo, it was 86% [SD = 6.6%] and 76% [SD =
5.7%]. The Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test shows in SL1-loudness and SL2-loudness, the similarity rating
was significantly better (p ¼ :001 and p ¼ :005) than SL1-tempo and SL2-tempo. The main difference
between the results of X and Y was observed with pitch. For pitch, in Y, the Games-Howell test had
provided a non-significant difference between SL2 and SL3 (p ¼ :194). The result shows how weakly the
changes in 2d visual marks were perceived with pitch.

4.2.4 Exp 6. audio channels with area

Figure 6D shows that the results of Exp 6 were similar to those of 5. The ratings were well consistent with
the similarity levels in loudness (g2

p=.39) and tempo (g2
p=.48) but less in pitch (g2

p=.28) (cf. Table 3 column
4). The MD (Fig. 7D) was better for loudness and tempo than for pitch. Contrary to Exp 5, participants had
better performed with tempo (in SL2-34% [SD = 9.3%] and in SL3-13% [SD = 7.8%] rated high) than
loudness (in SL2-50% [11.3%] and in SL3-20% [SD = 8.2%]). In SL2-tempo and SL3-tempo at p ¼ :009
and p ¼ :017, respectively, the similarity rating was significantly better than SL2-loudness and SL3-

Fig. 7 This figure presents, based on overall results, the mean difference in users’ rating of the three similarity levels for each
audio channel in experiments 3-Position A, 4-Length B, 5-Angle C, and 6-Area D. Error bars are 95% Cls. Along the x-axis, 1
presents SL1, 2 - SL2, and 3 - SL3
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loudness. In the case of pitch, in stage Y, the effect size was small (g2
p =.15). It is due to a non-significant

difference in pairwise comparisons. The Games Howell test has provided the non-significant difference
between SL2 and SL3 (p ¼ :820).

5 Discussion and conclusion

The work contributes to enhancing users’ experience of audio–visual representations. To that end, it had
provided empirical evidence about the effectiveness of four audio channels along six visual channels. The
results suggested that all four audio channels can be used in audio–visual representations. However, the
insights listed in the paper are essential for their practical use. This section discusses the analysis of results,
the implications, applications, and limitations of user studies.

5.1 Differentiation accuracy

The Scope of the Effectiveness of a Mapping. The first two experiments show that the found mappings
were inconsistent across the two stages of the experiment. In X, besides timbre, with pitch and tempo,
participants were able to identify stimuli with an accuracy of more than 80%. However, in Y, except for
timbre with all other channels, participants had identified visuals with low accuracy. The results suggest that
the studies for effective mappings need to be expanded for all possible tasks. Furthermore, we can also
assess the dependency of the effectiveness on the amount of information presented. The literature proposed
that five distinct audios are easy to memorize (Metatla et al. 2016; Zhao et al. 2004). Thus, it might have
influenced the results X. A large set may help to demonstrate a more reliable compatibility effect. It would
provide further guidance on the factors that affect compatibility between the visual and audio channels.

In contrast to the two stages, the mappings were consistent across the two experiments. We can assume
that an audio channel effective along an identity channel will also be effective for other identity channels.
However, this assumption is doubtful as previous studies found an association between pitch and shapes but
not between pitch and colors (Adeli et al. 2014; Metatla et al. 2016). Additionally, our study results show a
significant difference between pitch/spatial position and pitch/color mapping (p ¼ 0:024) and between
tempo/spatial position and tempo/color mapping (p ¼ :000).

Design Considerations. Overall, users’ performance and the variation in the results show that a strong
interaction between different senses occurs. It suggests the designer should ensure consistency in the audio
across the whole visualization. An inconsistency might not be noticed but can confuse users and make a task
difficult. Specifically, if a visual representation is very complex and users identify the categories with audio
help. In stage Y of either experiment, a significant difference in users’ performance suggests that when audio
directs users’ attention to the visual, there should not be any compromise on selecting audio channels. In
addition, if the potential users are familiar with the visual form, provide them with the audio they like to
hear with the image. We made this assertion based on the results of experiment 2. In the experiment, the
relevance of timbre with color had resulted in a considerable difference between timbre and other audio
channels (Table 2).

5.2 Magnitude judgment

Consistency in the Ranking of Audio Channels The found mappings in Exp 3 and 4 show that along with the
continuous line representations and stacked bar charts where the selected targets were without color (idea
mimicked the perceptual visualization studies (Cleveland and McGILL 1984)), the accuracy of similarity
judgment with pitch ( SL1 = 62% in Exp 3 and 81% in Exp 4) was well above the loudness (48%, 70%) and
tempo (37%, 72%). Du et al. (Du et al. 2018) had used loudness alongside position. However, it was proven
not very useful, and the low significance of loudness is evident in our results. The results of Exp 5 and 6
show that users could observe loudness and tempo better than the pitch along with representations having
additional visual cues such as colors in the selected target. Lipscomb and Kim (Lipscomb and Kim 2004)
had suggested loudness and pitch for the area. We observed a considerable performance difference between
pitch, loudness, and tempo. More-importantly, our study is significant to develop solid foundations as it is
based on accuracy.

Regarding consistency in the mappings across the two stages, our study found that an audio channel that
was more effective in a challenging task or display conditions ( Y) had a higher ranking than others when
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the conditions were simple ( X). It shows that a paired visual channel has a strong influence on the
perception of an audio channel. Although the audio channels’ ranking remained the same in either stage of
each experiment, users’ performance remained stable with pitch. Varied conditions in the display or task did
not have a drastic impact on the pitch effectiveness.

Design Considerations Here based on result we suggest few design considerations for usage of audio
channels. First, in our results, we found that variation in visual representations has affected the perception of
audio channels. The extreme imprecision with loudness and tempo in Y of Exp 3 had made them an
unsuitable option with the representations like storylines (Tang et al. 2019). It further suggests that users
can observe the changes in pitch along the conditions requiring more visual attention. Loudness and tempo
are effective along with the simple visual representations. Taking inspiration from the results, the influence,
of visual representations from other visual channels (e.g., circular area chart), on the audio channels could
also be investigated.

Second, the audio pattern of pitch and loudness also differed in X (sound ? silence) and Y (no silence) of
Exp 3. The pattern for tempo was the same. Nevertheless, with the tempo, we observed a significant
performance difference between the two display types. Thus, results reveal that an audio pattern had not
influenced the users’ performance. However, a comprehensive follow-up study can confirm these findings.

Third, our results also guides task-based effectiveness of audio channels. We could consider pitch
(effective along with line and bar charts) is a suitable choice of representing trends, distribution, or
anomalies in the data (Zacks and Tversky 1999). Taking into account the effectiveness of loudness and
tempo along with the pie charts and treemaps, they could be considered useful for representing clusters, or
proportional relationships (Itoh et al. 2023). Here, we cannot advocate the selection of audio channels
according to the task, because the assertions are based on task effectiveness of the visual channels (Saket
et al. 2019). However, it inspires for further investigations. We could examine the effectiveness of audio
channels for different tasks. It would be interesting to determine the tasks which though we can accomplish
with visuals, but audio cannot be used for them.

Fourth, as users’ visual abilities are addressed (such as color blindness, low vision), designers of audio–
visual representations can consider hearing capabilities. However, it is vital to consider the similarity rating
results, which show how closely users had observed the differences in visual and audio representations of
data. Designers should avoid a mismatch between the visual and audio representation, down to the marginal
differences.

Impact of Visual Channel. Our results show that even with the simple visual stimuli compared to
continuous line charts (Exp 3- Y) and marked-slots without visual cues (Exp 4- Y), in Exp 5 and 6, on
average, 40% of users had wrongly perceived the deviation in audio stimuli. Thus, as suggested in the
literature (Spence 2011; Evans and Treisman 2010), we can argue for the impact of visual channels’
effectiveness on their compatibility with the audio channels.

5.3 Implications of user study

First, this research presents the first attempt to understand the mappings between visual and audio channels
used in data visualization through comprehensive, two-stage experiments. The two stages provide the first
list of observations: a) The visual representation has a strong influence on the perception of the audio
channels (e.g., loudness and tempo in Y of Exp 3). b) Though, with an audio channel, users can perceive a
small magnitude difference, the location and size of targets impact the effectiveness of an audio channel
(e.g., pitch in Y of Exp 5 and 6). The observations suggest the judgment of accuracy should be further
expanded into a sequence of stages.

Second, based on the results, this research also suggests the task-based effectiveness of audio channels.
Mainly, no prior study has explored relationships between tasks and audio channels, except timbre for
identifying categories (Flowers 2005). We had considered this limitation in the selection of the tasks for our
six experiments. We selected the tasks that provide generalizable results and are suitable for studies with
visual and audio channels. These tasks also did not have any specific visual display requirements. However,
our results suggest the suitability of audio channels with the tasks like representing trends, distribution,
anomalies in the data, or representing clusters.

Third, based on the study results, we proposed a ranking of four audio channels along six visual
channels. Exp 5 and 6 results help us assume that perception of loudness and tempo along 2D visual
elements remains similar. The similarity could be due to the correspondence between angle and area.
However, previous studies (Adeli et al. 2014; Blazhenkova and Kumar 2018) show the difference in user
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preferences for audio dimensions along with related visual dimensions. They also report that an association
between visual channels does not impact the relationship between a visual and audio channel. For example,
the use of color in shapes had not impacted users’ decisions about the compatibility between shape and
timbre (Adeli et al. 2014). Position and size were when used simultaneously; they had not influenced each
other’s mapping with pitch (Evans and Treisman 2010). Thus, the assumption may not be generalizable to
all 2D shapes. However, it requires further investigations. Here it is essential to know that ranking does not
provide complete guidance on making use of mappings. It gives guidelines on effective mappings that must
be considered while designing audio–visual representations.

Fourth, users’ perception of minor changes in Exp 3-6 suggests audio could be used to encode the data
attributes to keep the visualizations simple, e.g., in the case of small display space (Mansoor et al. 2023) or
occluded views (Limberger et al. 2023; Jin et al. 2021; Lan et al. 2022).

Fifth, the previous research (e.g., (Wan et al. 2019a; Tang et al. 2020; Wen et al. 2020; Batch et al.
2023;Ning et al. 2021)) proposed generating images from audio and audio from images. These works
motivate the development of systems that uses machine learning models based on effective audio–visual
mappings and generate an audio representation for visualization or vice versa.

Sixth, a previous study investigated the mapping between audio and the two interactions, pan and zoom
and fisheye lens (Bouchara et al. 2010). The authors observed that for both pan &zoom and fisheye lens,
audio resulted in a decrease in completion time. However, in pan &zoom, users found audio distracting. But
in the fisheye lens, where they adjusted loudness with the size of the focused option, users preferred audio–
visual over visual. Taking inspiration from this study, we can investigate the role of audio channels in other
interaction techniques (Rubab et al. 2021).

5.4 Significance of audio–visual modalities in data visualization

Simultaneous use of audio and visual modalities provides several benefits. Like, they enrich users’
immersion in AR and VR (Han and Surve 2019; Kwok et al. 2019; Su et al. 2021; McCormack et al. 2018).
Audio augmented narratives provide users with an innovative and dynamic experience (Kwok et al. 2019).
Well-suited audio eases the stress on the visual content, improves comprehension and retention of narrative,
and leads to better task performance than visual-only conditions (Kim et al. 2018; Brewster and Clarke
2005). Recently, visualization researchers have proposed audio–visual experience in data exploration and
interactions (Rind et al. 2018; Enge et al. 2022; Yang and Hermann 2018). Encoding data attributes with
channels of different modalities is better than increasing the number of channels of a single modality (Nees
and Walker 2011) or using varied interactions (Enge et al. 2022) while analyzing multidimensional
data (Zhou et al. 2022). However, to achieve the benefits of redundant (cross-modal) modalities, we need to
provide an audio channel that users accurately perceive with visuals (Yang and Hermann 2018; Rogińska
et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2004).

Our user studies provide a solid foundation for effective audio–visual relationships. We identified
effectiveness and guidelines for 20 audio–visual relationships. Additionally, researchers (Tsuchiya et al.
2016) developed tools that take data as input and generate audio and visual representation as output.
However, these tools can only encode attributes to pitch and timbre along with position and color,
respectively. The tools can be extended based on our findings. Enge et al. (Enge et al. 2022) also proposed a
tool for audio–visual representation. The tool interface allows users to select pitch and position for the same
or different attributes. Visualization research (Munzner 2014) suggests suitable visual channels for attri-
butes. For instance, the area can represent the size and the angle for a diverging attribute. However, the
sonification field does not comprehensively guide the relevance between audio and data attributes. The
tool (Enge et al. 2022) can be extended to other channels based on our findings. Our findings can help
overcome the limitations of visual channels like area cannot be length or shape coded (Munzner 2014). The
additional attributes can be audio encoded. Our results can define the constraints on the interactive
adjustments of the audio channels (Ness et al. 2010; Enge et al. 2022), which otherwise may lead to the
wrong interpretation of data representation.

5.5 Limitations and future work

First, we had limited our study to basic representations. Charles Spence (Spence 2007) also pointed at
difference between the experimental setup and the complexity of actual usage. Simultaneously, he suggested
that simple displays and tasks can provide significant evidence of binding between the channels (Spence
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2007). Our results show the separable estimates with different audio channels and two stages. Thus, we
believe they are plausible representative of effective audio–visual mappings strategies. We expect that our
proposed rules will undergo testing and revisions with the accumulation of new information. Second, our
experiments were based on representations with small datasets, inspired by existing studies (Heer and
Bostock 2010; Smith and Walker 2005). If we had used a large dataset, participants might have felt
difficulty analyzing the similarity level that relies on memory over a sequence of a long pairing of points.
The effect of long audio/visual pairing on results should be investigated in future studies. Third, we had not
considered intramodal association (e.g., between pitch and loudness (Neuhoff et al. 2002)). However, there
is scope for studying the influence of association between the visual or audio channels on audio–visual
mapping.
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